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When an unexpected incident happens, implementing  
a fast and coordinated response is vital in reducing 
potential reputational damage and minimise lost income. 
To do so successfully, there are three stages you need  
to consider: before, during and after the incident occurs.

Below are outlined the core questions you  
need to address when planning and dealing  
with a crisis.

Before an incident occurs

The first (and most important) step of dealing with  
an incident is planning for it before it even occurs.  
Taking time to consider what people and processes 
you need to have in place can help make your incident 
response more successful and mitigate reputational 
damage. When the incident hits there are going to  
be a lot of questions, the biggest of which will be:  
Who? What? How? Having answers to these questions  
is a must.

Who?: Who do you need in your response team,  
and who are they communicating to? Having a small  
core cross-departmental team is likely the best 
option. Ensure this group is clear on their roles and 
responsibilities and where possible test the efficiency  
of the team using a specific scenario on an annual basis. 
This will confirm whether your processes work and if  
the right people are in place to respond accurately  
and quickly.

What?: What are the immediate actions you will need
to take? When responding to an incident, especially  
to have any hope of getting ahead of it, several actions 
need to happen almost simultaneously. A crisis response 
plan should be created which includes pre-drafted 
statements and information, as well as contact details  
for key contacts like board members, shareholders 
or known media to help those responsible activate 
an immediate response. Include social media access 
passwords too. This should be available in hard copy  
or independent to your network to mitigate any IT  
failures / access issues.

How?: How are you going to continue communicating?
If your critical infrastructure is taken offline, then 
ensuring key staff know how to communicate with  
each other and externally is crucial. Consider that  
you may not have access to email or virtual meetings.  
If possible, opt for a physical response centre at the 
office or conference calls on mobile phone and set  
up an encrypted messaging channel (e.g. WhatsApp)  
to quickly disseminate information.

During an incident

In the eye of the storm, things can move very quickly. 
Having your core response team dealing with all incoming 
and outgoing information will help to coordinate activity, 
but there are some other things to consider.

The CEO must be front and centre
To generate a sense of control and leadership  
throughout the period of uncertainty and concern a 
senior spokesperson is essential. Being accessible  
to staff, stakeholders, and media contacts allows  
you to prevent accusations of “avoiding the problem”. 
Ensure that your CEO is comfortable with this and  
has attended regular media training sessions to  
ensure they are clear on how to communicate to  
various audiences, including the media.

Information is your shield during a crisis
Be armed with prepared briefings on data structures,
encryption levels and organisational details which could
support you, especially through the first 48 hours –
essentially, make sure you have the access to the 
informationthat you may be questioned about; or at  
the very least know who to call on for this information.  
As part of planning, your response document should 
include the copy for web-pages such as FAQs or 
confirmation of hotlines for customers or stakeholders  
to call in case of emergency. These can also be 
published as dark pages on your website which  
are only updated and made live when needed.

Act quickly
Time is of the essence when it comes to incident 
response. Bring your team together, activate your  
plan and inform key stakeholders, customers and the 
media (where relevant) quickly. This will demonstrate  
to external parties that the organisation is on top of  
the issue and is proactively working to resolve it.

Accept responsibility and avoid blaming others
If data loss occurs, you will be expected to
shoulder some of the responsibility (even if through  
a ransomware attack). Clear and honest communication  
is central to limiting fall out from the incident or 
contributing to rebuilding the reputation of the company 
– particularly with customers if they have been impacted 
directly by the cyber incident.
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